
CORRUTTELLA 
 
Corruttela is an experimental music duo born in 2019 as a side project of Italian artists and musicians 
Emiliano Pietrini aka Globoscuro and Edoardo Pistolesi Somigli aka Edø Pistø Sømi. 
 

LINK: https://www.facebook.com/corruttela/ 

 
 

Biographies of the Members 
 
 
 

Globoscuro’s Biography 
 

Emiliano Pietrini is a composer and multi-instrumentalist born in Livorno (Italy) in 1973. In 2001, 
together with Fabrizio Barsanti, he founded and conceived the experimental musical project 
"Globoscuro", an emotional sculpture through the notes which molds and carves, like a river of lava, 
swirling sonic elements who build its complex and dynamic individuality. As Globoscuro he published 
26 albums (some of them in collaboration with other artists) and took part in numerous compilations 
and collaborations with other artists for theater, live performances, art exhibitions, artistic events, 
video-art and short Movies. He is also co-founder, together with Sean Derrick Cooper Marquardt, of 
the net-label Hortus Conclusus Records and, from 2019, co-founder, together with Edoardo Pistolesi 
Somigli (Edø Pistø Sømi), of the side experimental music side-project Corruttela.  
 

WEBSITE:  
https://www.facebook.com/globoscuro1/ 
 

OTHER LINKS: 

http://www.youtube.com/user/GLOBOSCURO1  
http://soundcloud.com/globoscuro  
 

DISCOGRAPHY:  
https://www.facebook.com/notes/globoscuro/discografia-discography/376334959078954  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Edø Pistø Sømi’s Biography 
 

Born in Florence in 1976, he is a sound designer and producer in the field of sound research, interested 
in the integration of unlimited connections between music, the art of recording, philosophy and 
psychology. His works - which are developed both in the studio and live - are continuously cøørdinated 
and aggregated to various projects, end resulting in productions, tracks and concept works with the 
most innovative and avant-garde labels on the international scene. His works have served as mediums 
for several collaborations that over the years have stimulated the interest of both the artistic and 
scientific, political and creative worlds in general. From 2016 he is co-founder and station manager of 
Dots Unlimited Radio (www.duradio.net) platform with thematic multichannels dedicated to free 
music, new sound frontiers and audio recordings. From 2019 he is also co-founder, together with 
Emiliano Pietrini (Globoscuro), of the experimental music side-project Corruttela.  
 

WEBSITE:  
www.duradio.net 
 


